
Message Title: Fearfully & Wonderfully Made Pt-3 

Theme: This moves into some of the interrelated parts of our communication that 

God created as He made the firmament and called it Heaven.  All of which are 

necessary for us to speak and hear, and are essential in many other applications 

such as flight, heat conduction, pneumatic equipment and a life giving oxygen 

supply for nearly all living things on earth, and much more. 

  Ecology is a main topic of discussion around the world with many interesting 

opinions offering a solution.  Some of which are put forth and implemented but 

quickly become just a tool for economic gain and control to enrich those of 

influence and shift blame to only targeted societies, while overlooking the primary 

cause, mankind’s selfish motives, which are made much worse because in these 

last days men are more of lovers of their own selves than ever before, just as 

prophesied.  In the ecology argument one thing is clear for the honest critics, that 

mankind is the cause. 

  Everything that God created is multipurpose and is interdependent, and is 

automatically repurposed for other needs. A simple tree stabilizes ground, shades 

other parts of creation, adds humidity to the air, converts co2 into oxygen, is a food 

source in many ways, is a home for many creatures, replaces itself in its own 

species, fertilizes the soil after it dies and much more, not to mention as a building 

material and for light and heat.  Man on the other hand makes things that have only 

two uses, the specific application and possibly a paper weight.   

   

Salient Points: For us to enjoy, God’s workings, The first Heaven, About the 

Creator not physics, For those who are seeking, Incomplete people, The missing 

connection, Made different, The disobedient leper, More than just obedience, 

Heavy air, Air’s physical characteristics, God’s multipurpose air, An interactive 

creation, Three parts, Smart animals, Pressure waves of molecules, God’s volume 

control, Ultra sound. 

 

To View Illustrations: Search the internet for “Images of pressure waves of air 

molecules”.     

 

Series: Our Timeless Creator, Remastered – 1096 

 

Sub Series: Our Timeless Creator 8-2-09 

 

Scripture: Ps. 139:14  

 

Key Words: creation, evolution, pollution, recycling, enjoyment, Heaven, physics, 

seek, incomplete, leper, disobedient, air, oxygen, nitrogen, water, molecules, 

terrestrial.   

Web Address: https://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=128221729321170  
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The speaker would like you to know that all of these messages are in the 

chronological progression that God revealed them, and even though many may 

stand alone, they progress through several subjects that build on the previous 

lessons.  This series of messages titled "Our Timeless Creator" (OTC), shift the 

focus from salvation and service, to understanding God.  How He who needs 

nothing, benefits from creating the human race.  It started in 2007 when God 

brought the speaker to Psalm 50:15 three times following the miraculous healing of 

his dying wife.  It reads, “And call upon me in the day of trouble: I will deliver 

thee, and thou shalt glorify me”.  Following this he prayed fervently. "LORD, 

show me how to glorify you and I will do the best I can".  The speaker had become 

a new creature, (2 Corinthians 5:17) on May 20 1973.  At that moment the reality 

of GOD’s existence and the direct connection to the Bible became miraculously 

clear.  Overwhelmed with excitement he began telling everyone who had a few 

moments to listen, what he had found, like a man who had found a cure for a 

terminal illness, which everyone had.  His excitement and enthusiasm continued 

for well over a year, even when many said, “you’ll get over it.”  Slowly his efforts 

began to focus on responsibility and all the how-tos of service.  As the excitement 

faded it was replaced with frustration.  He had said many times “the most 

frustrating thing in life is to know what GOD could do and watch him not do it”.  

In 2005 GOD began a work as described in Job 5:17-18, that changed everything.  

He says,” it was much like when I first became a child of God all over again”.  He 

describes it like application of (2 Corinthians 3:18), “But we all, with open face 

beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are changed into the same image from 

glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord”.  Truly it has been a life changing 

experience as God increases and we, without trying, decrease.  


